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One Day of Li Jinghu
Bao Dong
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Like the show’s title states, what Li Jinghu

The factory has replaced the ancestral home,

confronts is a kind of quotidian experience, and

farmers have turned into workers and villages

from his found objects we see that while he

into industrial parks: this is an experience

uses items ordinarily buried in daily life, he tries

Chinese people know all too well. But when the

to rescue them from mediocrity, allowing them

abstract, endlessly recited concepts of

a s u r p r i s i n g ra d i a n c e . L i p a r t i c u l a r l y

modernization, urbanization and globalization

emphasizes the transformation of our

are actually implemented, complications are

experience of common items. In one piece,

bound to ensue. For Li Jinghu, change in

Counting Stars, roof tiles from his old house are

Dongguan is very difficult to reduce to one

cut into star shapes and spread on the floor.

simple meaning—this is not a story of Reform

InRainbow, plastic household items are sorted

and Opening’s mighty victory, nor is it one of

by color and arranged in a spectrum along the

modern dystopia. His story is composed detail

stairs. These transformations sound a lyric note,

by detail, angle by angle, and cannot be

allowing us to view these objects in a

addressed by the abstract figures of sociology,

completely different way, like phrases in a poem.

economics or any other discipline, or be

Of course, any everyday experience has its own

processed into empty laments of false

specific backdrop, and Li Jinghu’s show, as

humanism.

evinced by its title, is fixed in a particular local

“A total absence of illusion about the age and at

experience. Dongguan, at least according to the

the same an unlimited commitment to it–this is

mainstream media, is representative of what

its hallmark.” (Walter Benjamin) Li Jinghu’s story

China’s economic reforms have wrought. But for

manifests just such an attitude. With the course

Li, Dongguan is the place he grew up and still

of modernization as its backdrop, Li’s lyricism

lives; his primary sensitivity is toward the

cannot help but exhibit some nostalgia, but this

changes and rapid modernization (the official

nostalgia is not aloof or exalted. In Li’s world,

line in Dongguan is that one hundred years of

nostalgia does not come from past tradition or

development have been accomplished in

an idealized future. Rather, it is a present reality.

twenty) that have affected traditional modes of

He places himself with those laborer outsiders

life, the lives of Li and the locals, as well as

in what we might call a “grassroots” reality,

those of newly arrived laborers.

attempting to discover experience unfiltered by
ideology and uncover a kind of redeeming

a means of looking afresh at the present.

The pieces White Clouds and Factory transform
the factory experience. In White Clouds, Li
arranges the fluorescent tubes of factory
ceilings into cloud forms; in Factory he
displaces plant labor with bodybuilding. In the
exhibition space, workers in athletic clothing on
exercise equipment sweat away as the
machines clank, just as they might experience
in everyday work. However, the means of
experience has been transformed, and their
labor is liberated from the instrumental,
becoming activity for its own benefit. Any kind
of existence can be re-experienced and people
can cast off the shackles of their own lives;
perhaps this is what Li Jinghu hopes we take
away from his show.
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Upcjbt!艊棾惡䯖3117䯖⺸鉝䯖䒑妔䯖蹕穻羾頯梮咲
嶗䙬㳟蓴裶䄄抲辭

︐︐澤㫚雲䯤鮪䒮珜Qbsbtjuf艊銲嗴跤䯖倉
恦詇嗴鳏Upcjbt釀酓倉㮍㛽倉贋鎢嗴㓋艊
餚旝惡會彾詵飨䏴羮艊叄瀭䒑妔䯖瀯鱖䒑
妔箏襫藥⺸䯖鮪嗴鄭艊鰱䉳醢恦惡艊廟咷
愺釀熱棾︑㛽倉㜎㜎㫥跣慘閔艊氥寳︑!
︐︐棜杛琒䯤3117妘敒勢䒮珜Qbsbtjuf詇
嗴鳏Upcjbt艊㮍㛽惡䯖㫥曧彿訅酽跣⺖詇
嗴鳏㮍㛽贋鎢艊銲嗴䯖酽跣昦艊㓕頥嶗鄽
證㚯彿巃㓌蠻倐䯖詇嗴鳏曧會鳘躅艊@詇嗴
鳏䯖頯梮咲䯖㓅 醑鍎曧鳘躅饅跀@謾骼頯
梮咲艊慘閔嶗彿艊慘閔桹鳘躅饅跀@㫥鲢唻
鲋彿棾㛺艊昦䃾䎪熱粷鮪䉳頌︑慘閔
︹Upcjbt艊棾惡︺跤彿恦詇嗴鳏艊餚旝㮍
㛽惡會彾叄瀭䒑妔敡鮪嗴鄭嗴熱䯖㓅 詵
飨愽㡶徏謁戨䒑妔䯖䆠菑㓅 艊贋醮䯖惡
幆幆狆俢䯖惡艊桭鄮狆俢喥曧㫥鬣慘閔艊
桭鄮呝彾︑㫥鬣慘閔曧鞲詇嗴鳏艊㮍㛽婩
僔勢㫧駱㓅 艊㦳鉢酁棴䯖彿嶎啔頯梮艊
牐蠿羮酽跣誖雜艊昷媀薟粷䯖㚯詇嗴鳏嶗
㓅 鮪㫥慘閔㳚僨羠茻扟艊饅跀︑!

︐︐棜杛琒䯤嗴㓋裶䄄曧酽跣絔嶎踽躏艊
鯫忞㫤曧酽跣呺羮踽躏艊鯫忞@啔頯梮裶䄄
敘㬬彾鋗灀絑䒛曧壠桖桹呺羮麽過@㫥㰊曧
桹嶯屒艊艊䃾䎪䯖貶鮪㫥跣慘閔㳚彿嶎扜
㚮艊曧嗴㓋裶䄄㳚棈撾敤熎艊饅跀䯖恦嗴
㓋裶䄄裶艀艊鰱昷敘㬬彾醭㓇賒艊鋗灀絑
鯫䯖訵鲋恦彿艊慘閔嶗時艊贋嗴頯梮咲艊
慘閔裶䄄晹䅡扟㫝䯖㫥狇倀勢謾骼頯梮咲
艊裶䄄濕苩䃾䎪䯖彿艊慘閔镾壠桭俋䅡姪
艊呺昻僉噴鲋彿嶗詇嗴鳏︒贋嗴頯梮咲䄄
艊㜎繩䯖煥㬦䯖㚮㛀䯖鲅僉艊㫓蠿䯖㫥跣
慘閔 粷艊醭曧㓩㓌鄽䖢徏㓉㓌鄽䖢䯖鍖
曧酽蟢鲮牐鄽䖢︑鍖慘閔桭鄮艊呺昻敱楇
喥曧㫥蟢鲮牐㫓蠿艊桭鄮酁楇︑

蓴嗠䯖3117䯖⺸鉝䯖玈僑鮃︒蹩硲䯖蹕穻羾頯梮咲倀䙬㳟蓴裶䄄抲辭

醭詵㓄艊鮪鯫!
苧鱻!
3119/19!
嫕哣呺偧嘪囸艊鲑嗃鮪醑醐餚営艊䗮裶
婩僔朄嬁暚䯖鲑嫷艊烰鏅醮狆斞啔酽賽
夃靧菋頌︑鮪呅髦醿幆︒㫪醁艊㫜誤
跤䯖鲑嗃躐醣艊杛㓅餄䆡餄粷︑彿髦唻
窹艊㓅荱鮪詵㓄醮醭詵㓄躐䄄嬔㫠䯖鏖
慚曧㒄飨澑棾醭昢烢㛇酽跣薶呺叅鮪艊
跫翨︑!
窹䯖曑啑鑫鳏醮跫翨艊饅鎽︑鲑䯖彾踵
鑫㫥蟢饅鎽艊㳛㒄㓄㛇鍎䯖徏鍎㛺䯖酽
跣㫓瓘鏍︑!
鲋曧䯖嫕陣応㳚䗮濱䀨魖艊暀賂瞖諎熱
粷鮪棜杛琒艊䉳頌暚䯖彿嶎骼荱勢艊䯖
謾呺曧酽茻匯翽鮪詆酽跣暚裶饅跀跤艊
趼㒂︑嬐暚㮰鲢俋靕磢跤艊艀鲑䯖喼諎
澑暚墱鄽狆斞醭㓄䯖貶呅髦漲⺖頯梮咲
羠誤鰱㬉宎嶗㳛婠䯖罌鍖彾踵薶呺叅鮪
㫓艊︒醭詵㓄艊薶㛇︑!
彿鮪棜杛琒艊慘閔跤酽漛漛㭔㓄骼艊窹
㛇︑骼艊慘閔醮羠牆桹蟢俍磢艊鳅哣䯖
骼㬕僉艊攝慘唻㝧醮棞旿㰊曧酽鲢妕娀
啀夠艊趼㒂䯖棾靕鲋羠牆㳚酘梐鍖姟俋
艊姌嗃鮃佈︑晹㛀曧酽誆羾⺖惖㓦艊䄉
㾮畝㬬艊䏣㿒䯖㫤曧酽跣羾㒂缐賽體鍖
彾艊俧苸䯖徏鍎曧酽恦啔忲榊敘㬬踵覨
觪艊怶壱︑骼唻嬜呅髦䯖喥絹酽瀕啢鳏
窹唻羠牆哠鲂驟梐妛媆僨熱唻囈㭺艊硰
嵔㮰樭䯖鄫靪鰱覜㛬︒蔠裮呅髦䯖畝啔

呅髦艊廬踃鰓㓦︒䇗諦䯖㳛椨彾呅髦艊
粷呺︑!
呅髦艊粷呺醮彿髦艊醭讜︑呅髦㮂孉菑
窹艊㓇嬣䯖錨桹靕墰㫓詛嶗梥棾艊酁
椨︑粷鮪䯖呅髦抲辭鑫酽蟢㓉㓌㛇懪䯖
擯㛇㚯鳏㓌嬱醭靕鮪艊莏呺︑莏呺喥曧
酽恦㩻軟厸䯖嶗暚䄄酽樭䯖鮪彿髦艊廟
宆㳚錐釢惛怺䯖荱備㪇榠醏㩻䯖撾姪漲
荁嫕篞砮︑忞飨棜杛琒忞會艊䯖荁瀷㚾
侸頯梮咲鍖㔃㒄啨嬟侸䯖骼侐絔絠藣艊
羠牆踽䎪䯖醭抰㫼鄫頺䯖醭硋怐炣縶䯖
醭䄠㳘嶯躏嶗麽過䯖荁儂䯖忲熴鴛鰓茻
扟誖鄨︑鮪︹䏣㿒︺︒︹俧苸︺︒︹艀
鲑︺跤䯖彿髦镾荱勢骼惉蟇囅鲇︒嬸䅵
鄫頺︒敡婮䆡覯䯖魍躐飨蕚藣艊︒醭㫪
醁艊㓉㓌穻昢䯖偧讜羠牆㳚酽漛剴酽漛
艊輅峗︑桹暚䯖骼艊慘閔誆曧慘踵酽蟢
叅鮪嗴粷鮪㮰㳚︑!
㫥曧酽蟢倇屪艊荁㭔䯖䎙桹竊鰓駈㛤艊
嶯嚌䯖㚯彿嶎勢棜杛琒飨酽跣＃晹趵
鍎￥艊㦳麋熱粷鮪趼騪︑唻嫕鰱鳏棾
㛺䯖㫥喥曧醭詵屒㚴艊︑嫕棜杛琒鞲獿
鰷螻勢咲雯䯖骼忞巃蓜艊鈇俢醮醭莏呺
讜骼艊㚶宎玈諦䯖駈㜲巃醮暀紡亱︑酽
昷䉳䯖骼獿蓜靕墰醮咲晜︒鮃鰱︒證諍
艊＃ 閗荁㬦￥䯖骼鮪︹Upcjbt艊棾
惡︺︒︹斶曐曐︺跤嗴粷謾唻鲋㚶宎艊
賜㡜醮嵔巃︑詆酽昷䉳䯖䉳唻黌㫍艊粶
乵䯖骼㠮聧靕墰艊㚶宎䯖悇惸傗鄖䯖骼

䏣㿒䯖3117䯖⺸鉝䯖梽櫑䄉㾮䯖蹕穻羾頯梮咲
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鮪︹貾梩︺︒︹醭㒄㛺熱棾︺跤慻忶菑
醮㫓詛㛆時︑棜杛琒唻鲋靕彿醮囈縶粶
乵艊鉢唒鄫哣鹾孎傉︑屒鍊鲋骼曧酽鬣
鴛鰓魑鳏㬃嵣艊鲇嵔䯖雩曧酽鬣晹詵螻
㮌艊鲇嵔︑骼尒聧忞桹詵㓄艊 㝧䯖鍖
唻醭詵㓄艊悹桹懷怱艊絔嶎︑㫥鲢釣彾
鑫骼攝慘艊賠誤䯖骼鮪跫鲇黌㫍跤啀恓
俢魖窹䯖鲱曧啀烢酽蟢唻鲋靕㦳鄽䖢嶗
咃㓅跫翨艊棧㛇︑!

棜杛琒唻粷呺妕獟︒頺壽艊氥愥䯖暚夠
醮骼慘閔跤艊犗畑︒㛝嶯鲲羠蓎荋︑㮰
鲢荱醢詛畑醭鄽宆艊趼㒂㬛熱酽趺玜
頻䯖呅髦絹⺖鳏褸藣艊羠牆濈珋䯖幆幆
瓁謭羠牆艊椥砎︑喥鮪㓅 寚㒄⺖寖
藹︒俢梐︒磍鹷嶗叞箏忞撐驔艊暚鎬䯖
頯梮咲剴夃菑俍屟貊㓅艊䧸頥妧䧿媆鳏
僨觛︑籌偧䯖骼唻鲋梽鏍艊鉝懙㡑鲂鑫
︹墡陣︺轄宺艊䉳㞒䯖梽鏍唻鳏㦳宆艊
扡壽醮懖鍣㩸黌踵酽蟢擊姾謭醢艊羠噯
㫜誤︑鳏髦荁惡䯖擊㦳鏍䅵鑫媰擊鉢
䙛䯖㫤镾懲謾赗蜶䉳㞒碬磢酽昦︑酽蟢
⺖発轄艊漜漝倇傉鰱璹羠熱棾䯖醮粷呺
艊賛隊︒㳜齯灖醭荁妔︑羾澑䯖棜杛琒
慘閔跤艊粷呺踽躏酓鳏酽蟢麉椨艊棧
㝧䯖呅惉蟇鲋彿髦艊羠牆䯖詛㓅礣詆酽
跣⺖㭻鳦艊跫翨䯖妛㬦㫓箑啢艊熱訥薟
粷羠牆蠘椥銊偡艊詆酽䉳︑棜杛琒抲㲠
彿髦燍嶯艊䯖醭鳢曧狆䆡鮪 㝧躐醣艊
趼㒂䯖㫤桹羠牆艊壔梐︑!
瞖諎哣壉艊︹艀鲑︺偧讜酽侐赗蜶艊躜
怐㮳䯖呅崳犛鮪裶跤䯖漲礣鲻鑫鳏髦鮪
俋鰱醢犧撾羠牆艊詵镾屟︑棜杛琒啔硰
寭酓鲂羠牆跤㮰鲢鏖慚醭俒㳛㒄漲偧澑
㠺㫝艊鲇窹︑骼醭誤佪頥鰱薟粷呅髦︑
羠牆晹䉯偧澑︑!

The Invisible Presence
Review | Azure Wu
2008.08
When the bank of clouds stretches in the

Their reality is different from ours. They have

Speak Out. He had a keen observation on

White Clouds is like s spiritual Utopia. They

30,000-feet-high sky like mountains, they

their own structures of the past and the future

himself and the surroundings. He was

are hanging high above the sky but

inspire the secret of visibility and invisibility.

and abide by their rules. Now they are

confused by thinking but knew it’s inevitable.

illuminating the possibilities that people have

The scene is indistinct underneath the clouds

transformed to a visual proof so true yet

The doubt he had for the visible, and the

to make living with their own hands. Li Jinghu

moving slowly and continuously. Our view

disturbing. Truth, like time, is a soft knife. Soft

bigoted ideal he had for the invisible served as

gives his ardor and attention to these

lingers in between the visible and the invisible

though it seems, the wound is as deep and as

an inspiration for his creations. The lost things

seemingly unimportant but more than

as if to question the existence of the world.

painful as the sharp one piercing the heart.

he tried to find in the changing world are

appropriate things, and presented them with

Objects reflect the connection between

Li’s presentation of the trivial daily topics is

actually a testimony to his experience of the

calmness and peace. Life is nothing more

very concise compared to other artists: no

outside world.

than this.

human and the world, and clouds may
reinforce that connection, or they filter it.
So when the fluorescent lamps hanging high
and low in front of Li Jinghu, I think what he
sees is a connection that was there once
upon a time. Those clouds, though long gone,
are now vividly recollected and reconstructed
- a proof of their former existence.
I see this kind of object testimony many times
in Li Jinghu’s works. His works has a natural
intimacy with life. He used plain and daily
commodities to present a serious topic. These
materials were rooted in the soil of a
desperate bottom society: a wind-bell made
from the dissembled alarm clock, a helmet
remolded from a watermelon, or a broom with
a bamboo flute as the shaft. He examined
them, studies them, treated them like a
humble man treating everything with
enthusiasm and passion only because of his
living hope for life. And then he dissembled
them, grouped them, and reconstructed them
into a new reality.

details, no atmosphere, no interpretation of
significance and values. In his works Windbell,
Helmet, and White Clouds, we could see that
he gave up all the narrations, the details, the
metaphors, and replaced them with scattered
visual clips, on which people may gasp or
sigh. Sometimes, his work is merely a proof of
existence.
It is a strange and incredible encounter which
reminds me of Li’s presence in Dongguan as
an unemployed. For the locals, it is
unthinkable. When Li came back from
Shenzhen he felt the increasing absurdity
when loss and the falsity failed the track of his
memories. On one hand, he was aware of the
“blood connection” between himself and the
family, the land, and the entire history; he has
expressed the dependence upon and
affections for memories in Letter from Tobias,
Counting Stars. On the other hand, he
questioned his memories and refused to
surrender in face of the changing
environment, with such struggled farewell
manifested in his works Powder and Don’t

Li Jinghu’s plain, concise summary on reality
is contradictory to the romance and poetry in
his works. His materials are like residuals that
have been chewed and spitted, fading to the
edge of life. However, he managed to make
people laugh again with an optimistic black
humor, when they were almost gripped by
sadness, despair, anxiety, and loneliness. Take
his Factory for example. Since people believe
that gym equipment could refresh the body as
well as the soul, by changing the machines,
the artist convinced the audience that the
factory where there was once the exhausting
drudge that controlled people’s body and
mind is now for healthy, uplifting exercises. In
this way a stimulated pleasure asserted itself,
keeping away vulgar and barbarism in reality.
So the realism in Li’s works is actually
fictional. It is distilled out of our lives to
illuminate a veiled world so that people could
see the beautiful side of life through this small
hole of light. What Li is lightening is not only
the hidden fact, but also the hope of life.

唻㛣!}!棜杛琒!y!Cjmmz!Uboh䯒䙬㳟蓴裶䄄嗴㓋岄苳䯓!
3125/18!
C䯤! 镾㛽倉㜎㜎＃鞔暀敡曑￥㫥鬣慘閔
讖䯩!
M䯤! 桹鲢祾㛌艊粶乵嶗鲇窹䯖嫕倉㦳鮪
謾跤艊暚鎬詵镾醭＝桹俒俋艊巃㓩䯖貶
嫕倉蟇婩㫥跣粶乵䯖徏㫥跣嵔乵墱鄽彾
踵證諍鍖醭侟叅鮪艊暚鎬䯖饅鲋㫥跣嵔
乵艊㚶嫚䯖＝飨藣穻艊嫮媀醭昢鮪倉艊
㚶宎㳛粷䯖鍖鮪醭昢㳛粷艊㫓蠿跤䯖酽
鲢㫥跣嵔乵㳚桭朄魳艊竑㠮＝醭昢⺖抲
砓︒媰誼鍖彾踵倉㚶宎跤唻㫥跣嵔乵㚶
宎㳚慽躐醭詛艊觻誑䯘彿㓌嬱￥嚌㭠￥
雩藥塒菑貙備艊㫥蟢嵔乵艊㚶宎︑!
C䯤倉敒䇗鑫俋㳝艊珜鲲穻EWE䯖詵醭詵
飨䄠㳘酽醣倉㣥䒮珜翄嬁艊饅跀䯖飨倀
呅髦曧尫樭︒飨酽蟢鳘躅樭艊嫮媀㫧駱
趼騪艊䯩!
M䯤! 鞲91! 妘魍跤梕婩僔䯖俋㳝艊侳㡊墡
陣㫧駱妭趼熕犦鰱嶼㛄陣䯖讜暚夃棾鑫
昦艊墡慘︒羠牆昷媀嶗冊貊旝誼䯖91! 妘
魍嶗斾跣:1! 妘魍䯖跤蹺艊冊貊旝誼鲲趵
㫤煫桹僨嗴㡽棾䯖跤蹺艊姌嗃冊貊旝
誼䯗翄㓉︒翄嬁︒潣桏︒啢㛺訵䯖竊豸
瑪㯵棾靕珜詬鰱嶼䯖妭趼鰱嶼喒謾飨䒮
珜踵踽䯖俋㳝墡陣艊婠襫煢媆鑫俋㳝棾
靕瑪蹺艊墡鳏︑㫥鲢墡鳏墡慘躐蠶䈑㒄
酽鲢冊貊牆誤䯖酽鲢誖曀︒濱娞艊冊貊
鯫忞姉㫜鍖羠䯗嫚絹鄭︒䖳盤鯫︒艊佖
䗮䯖鍖嫚絹鄭酽廬㓅荱酽鯫艊濱狆㠿剴
彾踵墡鳏髦艊䒫㬕䯖忞飨嫕暚墡陣囈㫅
艊 㭠醢俋俋啢啢艊嫚絹鄭楁襫︑鞔俍
螻俧荱䯖嫚絹鄭訵冊貊鯫忞︒旝誼鮪嫕
暚曧宍醭詵啨艊䯖呅踵怇㬬㬎諦㡊梪踽
躏羠鲲䈑㒄艊墡鳏婠襫鑫頠偡艊赗蜶▕

蕬䯖㫥鲢鞲嚙棡熱棾艊墡鳏䯖酽婩僔㒄
扟糴鞲㡊梪踽躏壽姪㫓棾艊墡慘浧媀酽
呯䉯夠醭㬎姉䯖貶㫥鲢鞲㡊梪踽躏䒮珜
㫓棾艊翄嬁嶗冊貊昷媀䯖擄瓕菑㳟㿀︒
漻梐︒寚㬫︒書発︒腦䅺訵廬踃䯖鮪酽
呯蠿姪醢㳛昦踵㫥鲢墡鳏婠襫鑫昦艊麽
過㓅︑!
C䯤詵飨鎯鎯倉㬕愞鲢嬁穻艊㫓蠿讖䯩!
M䯤㬕㫥鲢翄嬁艊槪豈曧宍䎍曧㮰跣妘魍
熱閔艊䒮珜翄嬁䯖酽跣桹㢩艊粷㝧曧䯖
彿啿㛛勢澐呬䌄絹姎詛敒䇗㫥鲢妘魍艊
翄嬁EWE䯖貶僨㓌▕梪墱鄽恓醭勢鑫䯖
謚棾彿勢墡陣嶼㫅艊啢鰱掱壈鯫酽跣載
EWE! 艊啢橭䯖漲僨粷▕梪桹䩷瑪艊㮰跣
妘魍艊䒮珜忞桹貙矇艊翄嬁䯖㫥鲢壽慘
誖雜︒寚㬫䯖廟咷賛隊艊䒮珜翄嬁澐曧
㮰跣妘魍趼騪嫚絹鄭㳚牐 摙敡艊翄
嬁䯖鮪墱鄽煫桹嫚絹鄭偡侸妘艊鞔俍䯖
賜磢鮪墡陣囈㫅桹羠叅艊壈鯫裶䄄䯖㛺
暺呅賜磢曧嬟侸墡鳏艊輟穚䯖忞飨醭曧
彿㬕愞䯖鍖曧呅喥鮪㮰㳚︑!
C䯤㫥鬣慘閔㫤醮佪䌄荁饅︑㓅 㫧駱嗴
鄭謚＝桖桹酽蟢㦳踮謾乵艊巃㓌ⅩⅩ㫥
唻倉棾㛺曧壠曧酽蟢醭酽樭艊扟㫝巃䯩!
M䯤鮪鴛侸妘艊暚䄄㳚䯖侺朷鮪墡陣嶼艊
㣵醢鄽㫓暚䯖鞲諤跣嫚絹鄭㳚™熱棾艊
翄嬁佪䌄澑㡽嬐鼯䯖㫥㫅羙㔃﨩㛳䯖㮰
㫅䙓灝箯鸝䯖㩸㓕剴軟賂蘇嬁䯖㫥喥曧
彿唻嫚絹鄭䉯夠獿贖艊棧㝧︑!
C䯤瀯㯵穻厸艊嵔酻︒頺倗㰊醭酽樭䯖㓅
㡶㫧嗴鄭荱勢䆠梽艊翍䉳ⅩⅩ㫥跣慘
閔桹嬟媰艊暚䄄氥寳䯖妛鹾㚶宎鮪㳚䉳
雩怹甡鑫嬟㳛㒄艊㓕頥䯖曧㫥樭讖䯩!
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M䯤! 曧艊䯖忞桹廬踃㰊鮪䯖儂鍖醭㳛㒄
鑫䯖彿醭曧嶎誖雜艊㫤囑㫥樭艊酽跣鯫
杛䯖鍖曧嶎畝粷艊曧㮰跣扟㫝莏呺艊￥
㚶宎￥︑!
C䯤慘踵酽謖頯梮咲䯖倉㓌嬱倉㣥酑翍艊
饅跀曧鳘躅䯩!
M䯤彿曧恦曧＃桸賂￥嫕⺸鉝詵會艊䯖罌
踵恓醭勢瀷熌翍䎯旿嶗翍壉桖祾㛌嶗諦
㬎艊䯖羮棾 㫊㫥跣慘閔艊棞旿䯖忞飨
喥懲羮鑫㫥鲢錨桹酑翍嶯躏艊酑翍棞
旿䯖貶彿屒鍊艊醭曧酑翍䃾䎪䯖鍖鹾彿
曧懲羮覬楙壽慘鍖醭曧翍觠酑翍︑忞飨
醭镾誽跛樴嶯躏艊酑翍慘閔︑!
C䯤㫥鬣慘閔㳚藥塒跏蟢荁鲒唻瀷艊罌
踃䯤酽昷䉳翍壉艊嫮笶嶗営唺曧醭酽樭
艊䯖詆酽昷䉳瀯媑翍艊 䉳㰊曧桸絑
䉳艊梽絔︑彿嶎䃾酽醣倉艊瞝巃棾瑧曧
瀟㳚䯩飨倀踵鳘躅翍壉艊営唺嶗嫮笶曧
醭酽樭艊攖䯩㫥跣嶎熴曧尫躅鲲羠艊䯩!
M䯤鮪彿8︒9! 噉艊暚鎬䯖酽俍約侺㲠
棾䯖蠐囈哘䉪䯖誆桹酽穻鞲鍈応厸艊俍
鲚礣醣棾艊桸賂怇鮪妽俧醢䯖彿褃磢嶎
鑫酽跣嬟倇屪艊䃾䎪䯖踵鳘躅彿曧彿䯩

踵鳘躅鮪㫥㦷鉢㳚䯩桭謚嶎熱棾艊詄橉
曧醢俍牋彿棾巃糴㫥跣跫翨艊䯖褃磢㓌
嬱桸賂嶗彿㰊嬟蜶鮒䯖㫥曧彿㣥桸賂桭
暆䯖桭獿贖艊扟㓩︑鮪啨妘暚岄㓌嬱桸
賂曧桹瞝屟艊䯖呅暚夠㬛㫓槷誥艊裶䆪
鮪鰱醢㣹誤䯖剴镾恦㫨侐艊䏣蕘馾誤玜
杝艊薟粷鮪倉菋頌䯖㚯彿鮪桹桸賂艊侺
㳚醭㓌叞雜︑貶䆠菑╙䁗誼謚䯖桸賂黌
鑫詆酽跣樭厸䯖鮪氒呍婠詀䄄茻茻艊誤
雩醭誤䯖桸賂鞲褢侳悅啑㫧棾䯖呅艊㫅
熕墱鄽醭畝㣹誤䯖鏖慚煫桹鑫羠噯䯖貶
桹暚鮪叞箏艊侺朷㲠棾䯖䅻飽鮪㦳晄艊
雩誆桹㫥酽褢艊桸賂䯖呅㝧酽跣醭㛺㛣
艊鍈桻傖䯖呏䉪艊㧂鮪㮰㳚䯖䧿䧿艊巃
㓌菑倉艊巃糴䯖彿嶎俋侸斶蟇婩敭雯艊
墡鳏㰊桹㫥蟢巃糴䯖㮰酽褢桸賂詵镾喥
曧骼㮰暚綾酽詵飨㛏㛺艊桻傖︑桸賂藥
塒鑫雯嶟︒屒寳︒叞箏︒櫇嶎飨倀酽鲢
醭詵㔃㛺艊嵔巓︑䂏俋謚蓜㭠桸絑 䉳
桹嬟侸䅹蓴鰳嶗粶嫮嘪䯖彿巃㓌㮰喥曧
桸絑艊羠噯鉢芕鐱䯖瀯酽穻桸賂喥曧㫥
跣羠噯鉢艊酽跣㯵鰓䯖㧂閘彿鮪㦳㫅艊
桸賂醭曧妕䉳艊䯖鍖曧桹囁煢艊䯖夃桹
靕㦳竑嬕艊羠噯鉢䯖彿㓌嬱誆桹羮熌翍
棞旿忴镾侽 粷桸賂艊鄌燳嶗䗮㠻︑

棜杛琒䯤賂㬛㫧棾艊鰱昷!
㯂賂雲䯒䙬㳟蓴裶䄄蔠裮㯵䯓!
312:/22
暀夠羠牆跤艊窹醮鳏䯖曧棜杛琒侸妘棾
頯梮攝慘艊瑧熤醮瀭䎪︑澐偧峐樴昤忞
㔃䯖窹艊饅跀鑨謚曧鳏醮鳏躐䄄艊饅
跀䯖鍖鮪棜杛琒艊慘閔跤䯖鳏醮鳏躐䄄
艊饅跀雩嬔嬔飨窹艊嫮媀薟粷︑荁㪏飨
嬔飨跣鉢誼 㫊詛䄄扟螻姉蛼＝黌㫍艊
昷媀䯖鮪︹䅻飽︺︒︹穚鳏︺醮︹▕蕬
$2︺㫥醑鬣慘閔跤䯖棜杛琒桖侸鰱㳕羮
酽蟢晄㓅鍎艊儦尓䯖饅燍艊唻㝧畝漛螻
嫓勢鳏梪㦳䯖飨螻璕屟艊茩賂咁㓉讜暚
魍鳏艊荁㭔徏蟇斞䯖穚岤醮俢嶯䯖妛羮
㛝屟艊嫮媀㛳㔃鲂飨畝漛薟粷︑㫥蟢羠
僨鲋暀夠羠牆艊㛝嶯妛䉯曧唻粷呺艊贖
嶯銊誼徏㬏㮌䯖鍖曧唻謾侸㳛醎姪艊䇗
跤 㫊䯖飨梕鮪㓅 醮慘閔︒慘閔醮蛼
＝躐䄄媆㡽桭俋蠿姪艊邁憈︑!
偧楇彿髦惡麇屨叧咲䅏賣〃墴㫶漥艊㛺
熴䯖啔穚嵔跤艊儕昷嫕會邁鲲踽躏艊桭
啢雜瀕! 䯖㮰躅慘閔︹䅻飽︺喥曧㫥桭啢
雜瀕艊鄅寳藨︑跏跣酽鄩䯖嫮尓︒䎯頥
諤婬艊䖂㡡陸⺖妛鉝鮪酽㡽䯖掤闛俢敱
艊＃䇗鉢屟囅鲇￥謚䯖雜跣䖂㡡陸忴嬱
飨⺖嫕會跣鉢㳛昦鎢飨㚪蓜︑鮪鈇夌艊
䇗鉢鑨杛躐醢䯖呅髦鮪棞㠮︒頥燯徏鄚
㣵醢艊墬婬㚯鳏嬟䇏醭嶎㡽鳏嶗鳏躐䄄
艊墬婬徏跣鉢屟︑鮪茩賂艊骶鄫咁㓉
醣䯖瀯酽跣䖂㡡陸備豸㰊鮪抲蛵菑酽媑
䉳厽徏嫮㝧︑呅髦晼偧囑厸誼暚魍艊跣
鉢酽鞶嬐澑䆥酘䯖剴熕菑嗴鄭艊亝䉳䯖
絹鳏銲酽樭啔贋㓅鍎縶酄謾跤︑棜杛琒
㬕愞啔跏跣䖂㡡陸妛燒薟粷䯖鮪雜鄩慘
閔廟㯵㛄鉝鑫囅鲇屟裶䄄䯖窹醮窹躐䄄

䅆瀇艊㡶謭︑徏㚾䯖姉嫕恦荁㭔艊記磢
屟躉呯醣棾䯖妛懲躐㫓珆勢榚蟢莏絔艊
婠椨艊婩覜ⅩⅩ張鞲荁㭔㡶謭䅻飽︑
︹䅻飽︺㫥鬣慘閔忞侐絔艊䯖誆曧＃荁
㭔.䅻飽￥㫥酽贖艊笶尓䯖㫥曧嵔巃饅跀
跤椥醭薶呯艊倇砎䯥嫕跏跣䖂㡡陸⺖妛
鉝䯖點靕誤椨彾酽蟢踮暚笶尓䯖㫧駱榚
蟢＃⺖崳鉝￥艊暚䄄躐跤䯖呅髦躐䄄艊
＃䅻飽￥喥絹閾働䈈竑箏艀跤艊＃楇佮.
呍呮￥ⅩⅩ喼諎鄫孎鍖䆡蟴䯖磢鍖粷呺
艊鳏貙暚䄄跤忞僨羠艊酽賽㰊慘踵哣蔅
鉸鶜鮪謾跤︑!
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艊䅻飽樭媀備豸彾鑫晹斶鳏䄄敭鲇艊瀭
穼䯥鍖䖂㡡陸髦忞賜䅔艊艀亝賒擾朄熱
囅鲇鑨杛艊鈇夌䯖訵嬜菑㓅 啔靕㦳鄽
䖢燍駱謾跤︑!
鞲姠婮艊婠詀姠亴㳚䯖鞲⺖惖㫍艊婠棞
壈鯫醢䯖㫥鲢䖂㡡陸⺖棜杛琒啢宆鰱敒
䇗㡽棾︑鞲澑䯖呅髦醭畝曧銲鉢跤䉳茩
浧赹鰱酽蘚䯖鍖曧䒫漛慘踵跣鉢詛㫚扟
鳏貙艊茩賂︑嶗粷魍鳏酽樭䯖呅髦曧箏
襫艊跣鉢䯖雩讜樭曧叞箏艊跣鉢䯖呅髦
詵愗桹謖叄䯩鞲駁侐棾剴啔鄮鲋駁侐䯩
㮰鯫玈棇菑記磢屟醮宍磢屟艊＃荁㭔.䅻
飽￥曧飨鳘躅樭艊昷媀僨羠䯩竊豸煫桹
鳘躅賜懪䯖镾侽㚯彿髦詛繩昢呅鮪醣酽

︹穚鳏︺艊踽䎪曧甅熥鍎艊穚嵔䯖
Mjrvje! Mpwf䯒猐尓艊穚䯓䯥羾偔墡羠鲲
艊醭䀗㾱䒅閔鮪翇墡羠鲲艊醭䀗㾱苾醢
発㡽酽䅅狧畐䯖酽桏桏＃䉣曗濈㲅窹
㛳￥鮪棜杛琒艊侐絔跤枃暚僑躉彾㳟嘄
烐燆鄚䯖貶甅熥嵔漻䄄艊蘕搾鮪⺖䆡覯
艊粷呺跤賒嬔嬔嫓鲋狆斞＆＆㮰鲢鮪牐
誤醮醭袊呯笶尓醣鬉烐荁㬮媀艊穚嵔笶
尓䯖澐絹曧蛼＝叧咲䩷樴鯆〃䞩桞鮪謾
謖魳︹猐尓躐穚︺跤忞抰酑艊㮰樭ⅩⅩ
悈啑熱嫕頌蛼＝粶乵醣鳏䅕饅跀艊杚㭚
閒媥屟! 䯖㫪穚嵔雩婩僔絹猐鉢鞶牐誤麉
妢︑鏖慚酽賽鱧躉艊㰊澐鮪硙狆鲑斞䯖
飽䆠閳澒艊蠩誤䯖瞖賂躐醣䯖恔㪉䒫䒅
艊㳟嘄苾儂啑艊䁽啑賂觶雩鮪㫑㬫黌
懙䯖嶯嚌菑穚嵔徏鍎穚鳏醭畝絹飨嬔㮰
鞶玜杝詵㪴︑︹穚鳏︺鏖慚曧酽㯵饅鲋
穚嵔徏嵔漻艊㫧誼諍䯖鞲⺖僑躉艊穚躐
狧畐䯖勢䃺砠醭呯艊穚躐賂觶䯖穚鳏麹

㡶醣鑫蜶韃䯖貶Fspt＃穚漻￥漲煫桹跬
俢梪㦳艊蜶屟ⅩⅩ鳏貙唻鲋穚艊㬉烢鞣
磢曧烔岯艊踽䎪䯖鞲㫥鬣︹穚鳏︺玈棇
菑犗畑醮濈㲅艊慘閔跤嬱熱艊鲇呺魑鳏
漝幙︑!
磢鍖䯖嫕彿髦啔㫥鬣慘閔敡㫧蛼＝㛳乵
跤詛㚮㛀䯖竊豸镾襫張嬱熱酁㛀䯤＃猐
尓艊穚￥妛醭鳢鳢誆醮趼騪墡陣徏怇墡
銲鉢桹饅䯖呅鮪桖獿嗃艊醎姪醢醮竊豸
饅鎽鲋瀯酽跣鳏䯤鮪鞔俍䯖甅熥鍎︒晹
樰鍎艊㦳麋槪誐慘踵暚魍艊棧㚶竊豸踵
忞桹鳏鰓鲶䯥貶鮪諤蟢㦳醭羾墰艊甅熥
跤䯖鳏貙梪㦳躉桹艊嵔巃䈑烢趺灖煫桹
⺖鬆媥䯖彿髦賜磢珣梐菑鳅哣︒鄟夃醮
鎽酁䯖鮪跣鉢嗃䉳醢䯖鳅哣饅跀艊諤蟢
黌鉢䆡磢彾踵粷魍鳏㫎螻鰱螻姉嫕頌暚
魍乵騙艊昷媀︑!

荁瀷鲋醢酽漛艊＃鍊詁粷鯫￥䯒︹粷鮪
鍊詁︺䯖3126䯓䯖棜杛琒㡑鲂鑫︹▕蕬
$2︺桖踵媰砮艊嵔巃媰姪䯖羗靧夃桹竊

荁瀷鲋醢酽漛艊＃鍊詁粷鯫￥䯒︹粷鮪
鍊詁︺䯖3126䯓䯖棜杛琒㡑鲂鑫︹▕蕬
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low-skilled labor is an efficient use of life, and high-volume,
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flowers in a pair of women’s ankle boots, piled up painted
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Today's Screening (detail), 2014
Video installation with showreel of found films and rhinestone,
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist and Magician Space
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Li Jinghu: Today’s
Screening, 2014,
rhinestones,
projection screen,
looped found film;
at Magician Space.

LI JINGHU

Magician Space
A spotlight was briefly cast earlier this year on the southern
city of Dongguan, China’s so-called Sin City, when the Chinese
government instigated a major crackdown to clean up vice in
the area. Aside from its red-light district, however, Dongguan is
primarily known for being a manufacturing hub, one of China’s
triad of cities (along with Shenzhen and Guangzhou) that make
up what’s called “the world’s factory.” Every year hundreds
of thousands of Chinese workers flock to the region, piecing
together consumer goods for international markets for miniscule
wages.
It is around the manufacturing industry that Li Jinghu
(b. 1972), hailing from Dongguan himself, has centered his
practice (in more ways than one; besides making art, Li also
litigates labor disputes for factory workers). Li’s art gestures
to the lives of the city’s populace, often by way of the material goods they’re surrounded by and produce. Beginning this
past June, Beijing gallery Magician Space held a two-part
exhibition of the artist’s work. The first half, titled “Efficiency
Is Life,” consisted of older large-scale installations, while
the second, “Time Is Money,” presented brand-new commissions. (The names referenced 1980s Chinese billboards that
sloganeered for the economic reform that led to China’s—and
Dongguan’s—
position as a top industrial power.)
“Efficiency Is Life” saw Li restage his 2011 installation
Prisoner, carving renderings of barbed wire-topped fences directly
into Magician Space’s walls. Symbolizing the lack of opportunities
for most in Dongguan beyond factory work (including for artists,
since the city is so far from the cultural centers of Shanghai and

Beijing), Li’s action upon the gallery’s physical confines seemed
like a poetic attempt to negate this entrapment. In the middle
of the room stood Rainbow (2009), a long table covered with an
assortment of multihued everyday objects produced in Dongguan—detergent bottles, washbasins, rubber toys—fastidiously
arranged by color like a rainbow. By giving formal order to the
endless sea of objects that flows out of the city, Li created a
(somewhat hokey) symbol of hope for the workers whose livelihood they constitute.
In “Time Is Money,” two new works commissioned by Magician Space focused on ephemeral phenomena both historical and
naturalistic. In the first room, Today’s Screening (2014) restaged a
recreational “video hall” of the sort that used to be set up for workers
at night in alleys that neighbor factories; Li projected films shown at
such halls onto a screen of locally produced rhinestones, dispersing
the images into glittering, fractured spectacles. In the next room were
several works from the series “Moonlight” (2014), which consists of
geometrically shaped canvases with white-on-white impasto. Taking
inspiration from moonlight as refracted through the cracks and crevices of industrial buildings, the paintings evoke the cratered surface
of the moon, giving the often-overlooked and quotidian architectural
patterns a weighty sense of permanence.
Within China, there have been criticisms of tokenism
regarding the reception of Li’s work, arguing that the artist’s
recognition rests too heavily on his being based in Dongguan.
This geographic specificity may not be a bad thing, however—the
works at Magician Space, so deeply committed to the city’s history and aesthetic forms, showed that out of “the world’s factory”
flows more than just consumer goods.
—Ming Lin
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Li Jinghu, Today’s Screening (detail), 2014,
mixed-media installation, dimensions variable.

Allora & Calzadilla, Shape Shifter, 2013,
sandpaper on canvas, 100" x 73¾".

LI JINGHU

“WHERE WERE YOU?”

MAGICIAN SPACE, BEIJING
JULY 26 - SEPTEMBER 28

LISSON GALLERY, LONDON
JULY 19 - AUGUST 23

ersonal and collective histories intermingled in
Li Jinghu’s solo exhibition “Time is Money”—a
title that alluded to the billboard slogan “Time
Is Money, Efficiency Is Life” seen in many of China’s
industrial towns during the 1980s. The show consisted of two commissioned installations, the first of
which, Moonlight Piece (2014), was a series of geometrically shaped, monochrome white paintings
whose textured surfaces approximate lunar ridges and
craters. Recalling moonlight as seen through irregular
gaps between buildings, the paintings embody a lost
urban landscape of the artist’s memory.
If this all seems somewhat sentimental, it was.
Yet these nostalgic reflections were balanced by Li’s
second installation, Today’s Screenings (2014), in the
gallery’s back room. This, too, was self-referential:
the artist is from Dongguan, one of the first places
to experience China’s economic reform policies of
the late 1970s, and the piece re-creates one of the
city’s video halls catering to factory workers. The
work consists of low-budget Hong Kong films projected on a screen covered in mass-produced plastic
crystals. It baldly delineates the workers’ unvarying
routine: producing crystal beads during the day and
watching pop movies at night. In this shimmering
filmic landscape, Li’s desire to communicate their
inescapable weariness and boredom has taken on
YUAN FUCA
poetic dimensions.

lthough none of the nine abstract artists in
this solid exhibition are old enough to have
experienced the heyday of Minimalism in
the 1960s and ’70s, each employs a Minimalist esthetic. In contrast to the tough, industrial materials
beloved by past masters of the pared-down, however, these artists use more fragile stuff. Michael
Rey’s Sukt (2014), an anvil-shaped panel covered
with a sleek layer of oil-based plasticine clay and
then painted blue, suggests Donald Judd in the way
it teeters between sculpture and painting. Allora &
Calzadilla’s Shape Shifter (2013) lays out an Agnes
Martin–style grid of 220 sandpaper sheets, salvaged
from a Detroit construction site, that have been
creased and abraded almost into oblivion.
Paulo Monteiro, born in 1961 and the oldest in
this group, contributed 24 playfully abstract works,
including postcard-size paintings and sculptures
made of strips of lead or aluminum no bigger than
a pencil. They were—like many of the pieces in the
show—surprisingly rich in associations. Monteiro’s
Untitled (2011), for example, consisting of two
lengths of cotton rope draped one over the other and
hung at groin-level, evoked genitals. This exhibition
suggested that, apart from a softer edge, the “new
abstraction” may not be that different from the old.
But the best work here was so good that it hardly
ROGER ATWOOD
mattered.

LEFT: COURTESY THE ARTIST AND MAGICIAN SPACE, BEIJING; RIGHT: COURTESY THE ARTISTS AND LISSON GALLERY, LONDON
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Li Jinghu on his exhibition Time Is Money

gives ordinary people the ability to endure

By Simon Zhou

the arduousness and weariness of life day

Like the impertinent office clerk who uses
their work computer to write love letters
on company time, Li Jinghu takes the

after day?
On the eve of the second part of Magician
Space’s survey of Li’s work, Time Is
Money, the artist talks to Time Out.

everyday objects of mass production and
uses them for some purpose other than

Tell us about your two-part exhibition.

what, strictly speaking, they are supposed

The title of the exhibition is borrowed from

to be for.

a slogan that could be found on giant

The French cultural theorist Michel de

billboards in industrial towns everywhere

Certeau described such behaviour as

during the ’80s: ‘Time Is Money, Efficiency

‘tactical’, in opposition to the ‘strategic’

Is Life’. This slogan encapsulates the

power of government and big business.

transformation of Chinese society over the

Strategic power structures our lives: by

last thirty years, and has affected every

placing a mall here and not there, by

part of our lives. I don’t mean this as a

plotting a bus route to this place and not

critique necessarily, I don’t want to stand

that, by producing dishwashing liquid

on a soapbox. Insofar as I can, I’d like

scented in lemon and aloe but not jujube.

simply to document, as impartially as

According to de Certeau, given that we

possible, our present reality.

have no say in such matters, small acts of

Time Is Money is the continuation of the

insubordination, such as that described
above, take on the function of resistance.
By refusing to use things only in the ways
we’ve been told to, we demonstrate that
the authority of the powers-that-be over
our lives can never absolute. Born and
based in Dongguan, a factory city in
Guangzhou, Li uses whatever materials
are at hand to take aim at the systems of
mass pro duction. ‘Rainb ow ’ – an
installation that was staged at Magician
Space in the first part of his mid-career
survey, Efficiency Is Time – conscripts a
hodgepodge of mass-produced
household objects, rearranging them by
colour to assemble something that might
resemble the eponymous symbol of hope.
Li poses a simple question: what is it that

themes and concerns of Efficiency Is Life
– I’m concerned with the everyday labours
and everyday life of the lowest rungs of
Chinese society, to which I myself belong.
What I’m interested in is a history of the
everyday, the minute, the lowly, the
neglected. Through the assiduous labour
of my work, I hope to record and
document this history of the present, a
history of the everyday. History is not able
to preserve experience in its absolute
integrity. But whatever biases it carries –
whatever sentiments or moods are
betrayed in the telling of history – are
themselves a projection of history.
My work is inevitably tied to peculiarities
and particularities of Dongguan. I was

born and raised in Dongguan, my life has

impossible, because they’re a part of the

as the man of the house, and made to

played out in Dongguan. Dongguan is not

fabric of everyday life here – the same with

bear all its attendant burdens. It is

only the setting, but the inspiration for all

screening halls between 1980 and 2000.

because of these experiences that my

of my works.

At one time, such screening halls were

father became the stoically detached man

How does this ‘everyday history’ of
Dongguan inform your work?
One of the works [in Time Is Money],
‘Today’s Screening’, reproduces a video
screening hall in the gallery space. Playing
on a loop will be a number of films that
could commonly be found in video
screening halls in small towns in China

littered everywhere around the factories.

that he is.

In the evenings, it would be impossible to

My father’s disposition left an indelible

walk down a street without being flooded

impression on my upbringing and the way

by the deluge of sounds from whatever

my siblings and I viewed the world. When I

films were playing, in an incessant ebb

was a child, I could never understand why

and flow like the sea.

it was that my father seemed so cold. But

Together, crystal beads and screening

later, bit my bit, I came to understand all

halls more or less made up the entirety of
what might be encountered in a single day

the things that he’d done for us, and that
his hard exterior was the consequence of

of these workers’ lives – during the day,

his own upbringing.

crystal beads at their work; at night,

This is the impetus for my work. Many

screening halls to pass the time. In

things are not as simple as they might

‘Today’s Screening’, I’ve melded these two

appear to be, everything has a cause and

large, that are usually used as trinkets for

things together.

an effect, and only by taking the time to

decoration. The only light in the room will

As for how an audience interprets it, well,

properly understand this can we arrive at

be fractured reflections from the images

that’s their business. Both of these

being projected onto the shimmering

materials are cut from the same cloth, they

crystal beads, and the only sounds we

share a common language.

from the 1980s to perhaps the early
2000s, films of varying genres from Hong
Kong. The projection screen will consist of
a blanket of crystal beads, both small and

hear will likewise be from the films being
played.
To take ‘Today’s Screening’ as an example,
my everyday life is lived out in an industrial
town where various items of clothing,
jewellery and ornaments are chiefly
manufactured and produced. No matter
where you turn, from street corner to
alleyway, you’ll see the crystal beads [that
make up the projection screen of the
installation], and the labour required to
manufacture these crystals provides a
large number of people here with their
livelihoods. Even if I want to avoid
b u m p i n g i n t o c r y s t a l b e a d s , i t ’s

What led you to become an artist?
My family’s history is inseparable from the
history of modern China. Following the
establishment of the People’s Republic,
my family was deemed to be part of the
reactionary landlord class. My grandfather
and his mother were made to pay with
their lives.
My grandmother, unable to cope with
what had happened, fled to other lands,
abandoning my seven-year-old father and
his two sisters to a miserable fate as
orphans. Things were especially tough on
my father, who took it upon himself to act

the truth of the matter.
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